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THE HABACTFRI ZATI ON OF SOME HYDRAZI NE COMPOuNDS BY X-PAYS 

!NP9OTtJCTION 

That i-rays wcul! be diffracted by crystalline sub- 

stances was predicted by Laxe in 1912 (io). The prediction 

was made on the basis of the fact that the interatomic dist;ncea 

in crystals were 1own to be of the same order of magnitude as 

the wae1engths of i-rays; i.e. lO cm. It was for this reson 

that Laue predicted that crystals should act toward a beam of 

x-ray in much the same manner as the diffraction grating acts 

toward a beam of ordinary 1ig)t rays. Subsequent experiments by 

Laue and others proved these assumptions to be correct (il). 

W. H. and . L. Bragg mace extensive studies of the 

diffraction of x-raya by crystala and developed the Bragg equation 

(2). It cn be shown from simple geometric considerations that 

if z-raya are reflected from a set of parallel planes in the 

cryst1 lattice, the follo'ving equation must be satisfied if 

constructive interference is to result from the reflection of the 

beam from successive lanes in the lattice: 

nY= 2dsin 

n is the order of reflection, an integer. 

is the wavelength of the x-raye in Àngstroms. 
cl is the interplanar spacing in Angatrome. 

e is the angle between the incident beam and the 
lane of atoms. 



In 1919, Hull (8) published t'ne results of exreriments 

on the diffraction of i-rays by crystalline powders. The same 

work was being carried on almost simultaneously and independently 

by Debye and Scherrer (5). Hull recoized that the diffraction 

patterns obtained would oil er a powerful method of qiauitative 

analysis: 

every substnce gives a pattrn, the same 

substance always gives the same pattern; and, in 

a mixture of' substances each substance produces 

its pattern independently of the others. 

The principal disadvantage in the method lay in the fact that 

it was purely an npirica1 method of analysis. Before a 

compound could be identified by this method its diffraction 

pattern must necessarily be available for comnarison with 

that of the unoiown substance. On the other hand, the method 

was a very desirable one since not only the elements present 

vyere it3ettified but also their chemical eombintions. 

systematic classification of the dtffrsction patterns 

of chemtod compcoinds was proposed by members of the Po Chemical 

Como-ny research staff and published by Hanawalt et al. i 

1938 (7). Essentially, the system depends upon the three most 

intense lines in the diffraction pattern of the substcnce 

analyzed. 



The diffraction pattern of a crystalline powder is made 

uu of a series of lines. nach line reresents th pattern 

obtaind by the reflection of the x-rays f rum a set of crystal 

pines. The angle 9 between the plane and the x-ray beam may 

be calculated from a consideration of the geometry of the camera 

used. Then, if the anglo is known the interlanar sacing 

re"resented by nìy line in tha diffraction oattern may be 

c1cu1ated by means of the Bragg equation. 

The lines of tne diffraction pattern of a crystalline 

oowcier will vary in intensity. Th scheae of classification 

devised by Hanawalt and hi eo-worker was based on a combination 

of the line intensity and the interpianar spacing calculated for 

that line. The diffraction uatterns of the comoo'unds analyzed 

were divided into definite grous according to the intensity and 

interolanar spacings of the three most promthant lines. he 

largest division in the system contained those patterns in which 

the position of the strongest line of one pattern coincided with 

the position of the strongest line of every other pattern in 

the gro,. These grourjs were then 'nrther subdivided into 

grouos according to the position of the second strongest line. 

The tnird line most genorlly determines the compound. in the 

few cases where the iticns of the three strongest lines coincide 

the compound may be distinguished by a consideration of the rest 

of the pattern. 
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Plie xuertcaa Society Thr Testing Materials ha adorted 

the above srstii of 3lqifiction n4 hs Dubltùe the powder 

diffraction data of more then three thound com'rninds in the îo 

of a card index, arrnged in the manner outlinei above. 

rr,lernent to this card file now in re,aration will add rny 

mo corrounde to the nunber already classified. 

The o3er method i es-ectlly usefal in those cases 

in which the identific'tion of the compound is not feasible by 

ordinary methods of nalysis or is a very tedious ìrocess as 

in the cese of the searation end identification of the coonents 

of a mixture. In this respect, the method ha been usad to ood 

adventage in the identification of certain aldebydes and ketones 

(4). The usual method of identification involving the formation 

of derivatives nd the subseenent identification based on the 

melting point of the pure derivative is in this Instance a 

rather time consuming process, since the pure derivative is 

difficult to obt'in. In exerimentÑ wIth certin of the aldehydes 

and ketones, it was shown tht even the oresence of imimrities 

which might chnge the melting point by five degrees had no 

not1cable effect on the diffraction rattern obt'ined with these 

deriv tives. 

In as mach as none of the hydraine compoimds were found 

listed in the . T. . card index, this work was undertaken 

by wey of adding to the scope and completeness of the index. 



Becently the complete cryt«L trictre of hydrctne 

dtfluorlde hydrztn tchlor13e rere 'rub11hd (6, 9). 

The difluoricle ws f oun1 to be rhombohedrl, the tchloride 

as f ound to be cibic. It wo thought that perhaos the crystal 

structure of bydraine clibromide might be somewhat similar 

to that of hydrazine dichlorid.e, and therefore, its conmiete 

structure might be more readily determined than the structure 

of the other hydrazine compounds. 
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PHOR?I CAL CONSID1kTiONS 

s shown earlier1 in order for reflection to tece place 

from any set of planee in the crystal lattice the following 

eqwtion mtist be satisfied: 

n7' 2dstn 

The owder method i based on the fact tht in a 

crystalline ùowder there will exist such rendom crientatton of 

the crystal f ranent tht at any time many representatives of 

every set of crystal planes will, be in the correct Dosition to 

satify the above equation. 

ach set of planes rrodnces a diffraction pattern 

which appears as a line, or arc1 on the photographic film. The 

distance of any line from the central suot on the film is 

dependent upon the interplanar spacth of the series of planes 

which 4ve rise to that particular line in the pattern. These 

interplanar epacins, represented by d in the above formula, 

Can be calculated from the geometry of the cernera and the 

distance cf the diffraction line from the centrl s,ot. The 

powder camera is so constructed that if x reresents the distance 

of a line from the central spot on the diffraction pattern, 

the diffraction angle in degrees is given by: 

9 4x 
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Prom the angle of diffruction, the value of d can be calculated 

by using the Bragg equation. 

If the crystal structure of the compound is simñe 

enough, as in the case of sorxe isornetric crystals, the unit cell 

dimensions an the structure may be derived from the ewder 

diffraction pattern. However, as the crystal structure becomes 

more complex, the a'1ication of trie ìowder method to the deter- 

minatton of the structure becomes less valuable. Usually some 

other method is found to be more suitable, such as the single 

crystal oscillation method. 

The single crystal oscillation method offers one of 

the most ,owerful means of crystal structure determination. 

ssentially, this method involves the oscillation of a single 

crystal aligned in the x-ray beam so th t one of its crystallo- 

graphic axes is parallel to the axis of rotation. The structure 

of the orystl may then be determined by an interretation of 

the diffraction pattern obtained. By this method the unit cell 

dimensions are usually rather easily determinec. 

The diffraction pettern wflich is obtained in the 

oscillation method consists of a series of equally spaced 

player lines' as can be seen by reference to plate P. ach 

spot on the pattern is the result of the reflection of the 

x-ray beam from a given set of planes in the crystal. 

The unit cell dimensions may be calculated with the 



f4( of the oecibt1on p1iotogr.rh the following equation: 

t - in tazr4 y1r () 
t i the unit cell dimensions in X. 

y is the distance between successive laser lines in cm. 

r iz the cyt.l to film ¿tst'nce in cm. 

The inexin of the spots of the diffrction rattern; 

that is, the determination of the indices of t1-e set of lenes 

which give rise to aiuj one srot, can be determined in a number 

of w's. The indices Cen be 'letermined by a trial and error 

method. However, this method is utially guite time consuming. 

The indexing of the oscillation hotogrhs is better accomplished 

through the use of the rectrroco.l ltttce plot and the gra'htcal 

method develoed by Bernal and others (1). 
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EBINTkL 

POWR DIFBA.CTION SIDI!S. 

DESCRIPTION OP APPARATJ5. The Qener1 P'ectrlc x-r'y 

'. 

diffraction mit was used throughout these 

rfhe source of radtation was a coper-taret tube with beryU.un 

windows. The camera used was the regulq,r Debye-Scherrer crmera 

snpplied with the unit. The circul8r filin holder ha a radiuq 

of 7i.6mm and i one evenetithe inches in w1cth. (The 

cantera is ii1ustratec schematic*lly in piste I.) The x-ray 

beem wa defined b rnean of slit, rather than a pinhole, as 

Illustrated, so thrt a ribbon shaped bemm of x-rsrs was obtained. 

& filter coìsiting of fliece of thin nickel foil O.00O5 inch 

isì thic1es wp.s plced over the slit t the noint nerest the 

x-rny tube. The rtmary purtoae of this filter was to absorb 

unwated wave lengths. 

Two tyte of specimen mounts were used. The first 
consisted of a small metal wedge in which a notch had been made 

by cutting Rway the central portion to a deoth of 1 n. The 

øarimle to be analyzed ws than placed in the indent-tion ts 
formed, end the wedge placed in n oscillating mount loceted 

at the center of the cnera. 
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The other type of mrnint use1 the fiber ionnt. Tn 

this caoe the finely rouwl powder wae rnde to adhere to the 

surfee of a gias rod 0.5 to 2.6 m tu dirneter by first coating 

the fiber with a thin f ilr of Thico Gernent. Thi fiber was then 

mounted in a horizontal position at the center of the cemera 

and oriented so tht it was centered in the x-ray berm. The 

fiber was attached to a rotating mount so that it was rotated 

thrin the exposure. 

PR1PARÀTION OP SAMPLES. The chemicáis uaei in this 

work were as follows: h.ydraziue sulfate, hydrasine dichlort3e, 

E9strûan 1ods.k White Label; hydrazmne erchlorate ami picrate 

which were prepared originally by r. L C. Gilbert; hycTrazine 

ruonochioride, hydrazine dibromide, hydrazine dtbromide dlihydrate. 

The present state of purity of the perchlorrtte and picrate 

is not known. However, mel ting point deteroinatious checked 

with the accented values for these conmoun'e so it was assumed 

that they were reasonably mre. 

Xn ali of the powder pork the crystals of the conpounde 

tnYestigete vere ground in acate mortar end passed throui 

a 200 mesh sieve. 

TtSYSIO1 O' THE REULS OBTUIM ITE THE TWO M3NTS. 

The use cf the wedge mount proved to be iietisfaotory f.r two 

reasons. ihe patterns obtu.ined were rag'ed and spotty rather 

than continuons smooth srcs which woui have been deirhie. 
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The s coud difficu.lty lay in the fact that there aeared to 

be a great deal of sottered radiation Thch caused the film 

to be somezh,t f oged. This foing s thought to be caused 

by rmi1tile reflection of the beam as it passed throu the rather 

dense saniie. 

Vhe fiber mount, though someh.t mre difficult to 

util1e, sve much more satisfactory pattern in that the 

lines were sharp and hornogenecus. 

DET]RMINAPIQ Ö INTl5IT!!S. The reltive intensities 

of the lines in the powder diffraction Patterns were 3etermined 

by first measurin« the intensity of the indivithial lines by 

comparison with a. standard intensity sc1e, pn.. then calculating 

the rtio 1/11. Tn this arrasaba, I is the intensity of a 

given line in the iattern, and I is the measured intensity 

of the strongest line in the same Dattern. 

n intensity scale for use in x-ray diffraction work 

rf1:J ., y be pre.red in the manner describe. by Eanawalt (7). $ome 

reodifbcatioup ay be made in the mthc', instead of sn x-ray 

absorber being used to reduce the intensity of the beam, the film 

may be 1aced at a greet distance from the x-ray tube. xposures 

are made at equally srac& steps along the length of the ftlm 

an the length of each exposure carefully contro1led. The inten- 

sit of the enkest line or the scale is arbitrarily given the 

intensity of one. Ui other intensities are expressed as multiples 
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of thie, deptndin upon the tirie o excsur. To termliie the 

intensity 01 y line oî a iffractiou ttrn on ip1y coree 

the intenaity of the line with tht of th 1iir on the t!t.rntard 

intensity scale. 

HOTOGhHIC iAJYA. All ' ourea were for 1 houre, 

on Lastan flo-Screen x-rai 111m at a cirreut o 16na and. a 

voltge ot 4Ckv crest. ihG fti s ve1od fr five tniites 

at 66°i. in odk x-ray deve1oer. 
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Hjdra7ine Picte, N H .1-IC F N O 
2 6 23 7.1/2H2o 

I' 
Hydraine Sulfate, 2H4.H2SO4 

II 
Hrezine Perchiorate, N H .HC1O 1/2P O 24 4 2 

o' 
PLTE III: Powder Diffrcti Patterns 
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DI?TRACTI0 DAPA. 

HYDRLZIN! DIPROM!PE, N6Br2 

d I/Il 

4.57 D.i0 
4.05 0.75 
3.76 0.15 
3.65 0.15 
3.55 0.15 
3.35 0.20 
3.13 0.40 
2.99 0.10 
2.87 1.00 
2.76 0.10 
2.70 0.20 
2.34 0.30 
2.25 0.10 
2.03 0.20 
1.9? 0.20 
1.90 
1.81 0.30 
1.?? 0.20 
1.65 0.30 
1.59 V.!. 

1.51 0.30 
1.2? 0.30 



RTDRAZflfl DIBR0MIP N2H6Br2' 2H20 

6.03 

4. :5 

3.89 
3.75 
3.57 
3.38 
3.15 

2.99 
2.76 
2.59 

2.43 
2.31 
2.28 
2.24 

2.21 
2.18 

2.10 
1.99 

1.95 
1.91 

1 85 
1. 75 
i 72 
i 69 

1,66 
1.59 
1,57 
i 55 
1 51 

1,49 

1 47 
1,43 
1.42 
1,41 
1.39 

1,36 
1.33 
1.31 

1,30 
1.27 

I/I1 

0.08 

0.24 
0.16 
V 

0.32 
0.80 
1.00 

0.80 
0.80 
0.16 
0.60 
0.32 
il '? V. . 

v.w. 

yew. 

0.60 
0.40 
0.60 
0.32 
0.24 

0.48 
0.60 

vJ. 
V. W. 

V. W. 

V. W. 

0.32 
0.32 
0.24 
1? 
T 

0.24 
0,24 
VW. 
y. w, 

V W, 

0.32 
0.08 
V. w. 

0.08 
0.08 

17 
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DP4ZIY 3IC}LOBID N%ø].2 

d I/lì I/Il 

4.;g . 1.14 0.05 
3.8]. '.42 1.1 

..42 t).13 1.1]. 0.25 
0.08 1.1.0 0.15 

:" 
. ,J. 

1rf\ 
.'J'J lrrY 

2.56 0.50 1.0? 0.25 
0.ti 1.06 0.20 

'.. A A - 

j. 
AA LS 'J 

IT Y. 

2.13 .42 1.0 
2.05 0.05 1.01 V.W. 

1.92 0.7 1.00 0.15 
1.8? 0.50 0.99 0.30 
1.72 0.50 0.96 0.25 
1.68 0.50 
1.o4 0.0e 0.94 0.32 
1.58 0.3? 0.93 V.Vf. 

1.55 V.. 0.91 V."!. 

1.52 0.25 0.90 0.20 
1.44 0.50 0.89 0.25 
1.41 0.05 0.8? 0.15 
1.37 0.10 0.86 0.10 
1.35 0.? 0.84 0.35 
1.29 0.29 0.83 0.15 
1.2? 0.20 0.82 0.15 
1.21 0.50 0.81 V.7. 
1.19 0.10 0.79 0.32 
1.17 0.05 0.78 0.33 
1.16 0.25 



cl 

4.09 
3.72 
3.32 
'7 1' 

J_ 

2.99 
2.78 
2.70 
2.48 

2.36 
2.15 

2.0? 
2.04 
1.93 
1188 
1 81 

i 77 

i 70 

1.65 
J. 61 

1.54 

1.49 
1.46 
1.38 

i 36 

1.32 
1.30 

I/I1 

0.20 
0.20 
0.08 
0.67 
1.00 
0.40 
0.26 
0.80 

0.10 
0.13 
0.6? 
0.26 
0.40 
0.03 
0.10 
0.53 

0.40 
o 40 
0.40 

0.53 
0.33 
0.13 
0.26 
0.13 
0.08 

RkII CBL0RID, N2H5C1 

ri 

1.26 

1.24 
1.23 
1.22 
I 21 

1.20 
1.18 
1.1? 

1.15 
1.13 
1.11 
1.10 
1 08 

1 06 
1.03 
I 93 

.91 

.89 

.86 

.85 

.83 

.82 

.81 
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I I I1 

0. 3 

0.26 
0.05 
V. T, 

V.w. 

V. . 

V. W. 

0.05 
0.26 
V.w. 

V. W. 

V W. 

V. W. 

V. W. 

V. W. 

VW. 
V.W. 
V. W. 
IT .' 
V . 
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HYflIP.7Ifl JL?&T, N2H4 H2$ç 

cl I/Ia d 1/13. 

6.09 .23 1.38 0.15 
4,57 .54 1.35 0.06 

4.12 1.00 1.28 0.06 

3.9? 0.78 1.24 0.06 

3.86 0.15 1.21 Y.W. 

3.73 0.23 1.16 0.05 

3.50 0.38 1.14 0.03 

3.22 0.38 1.13 0.15 

3.08 0.06 1.0? 0.09 

2.66 V.. 1.01 0.12 

2.63. 0.15 0.95 0.06 

2.56 V.W. 0.94 V.W. 

2.46 V.. 0.92 0.03 

2.38 V.Y. 0.90 V.W. 

2.31 V.V1. 0.88 

2.15 0.09 0.85 0.05 

1.9? 0.061 0.84 0.13 

1.87 0.38 0.83 0.03 

1.64 V.. 0.82 0.02 

1.72 0.fl6 0.81 0.03 

1.60 V.k'. 0.80 0.02 

1.53 0.06 0.79 0.03 

1.43 0.30 0.78 0.06 

1.41 



RTDRAZINE PERC}L0RATE, N2N4 HC1044E20 

d I/li d 

4.71 0.80 2.37 V.W. 
4.26 1.00 2.32 0.03 
3.73 0.80 2.29 V.W. 
3.51 0.10 2.15 V.W. 
3.37 V.W. 2.12 0.03 
3.26 V.W. 2.10 V.W. 
3.20 V.W. 1.98 0.06 
3.05 V.W. 1.78 V.W. 
2.98 0.49 1.76 0.01 
2.91 0.49 1.76 0.03 
2.79 0.65 1.71 0.03 
2.74 0.24 1.65 V.. 
2.62 0.32 1.6 V.W. 
2.58 0.32 1.48 V.W. 
2.51 0.09 1.41 Y.W. 
2.48 0.49 1.38 0.32 
2.44 0.07 



HYDR.&Z1NE PI CRkT, NH4 HC6H307 R20 

a I/Il a I/Il 

8.82 0.25 2.18 0.3 
8.48 O.o 2.06 0.6? 
7.99 0.1? 2.03 V.!!. 

7.60 0.42 1.96 0.10 
5.90 0.17 1.93 0.10 
5.76 0.25 1.90 0.13 
5.55 0.20 1.PP 0.3 
5.3]. 0.42 1.82 0.10 
4.89 0.13 1.78 0.10 
3.85 0.58 1.72 
3.76 0.83 1.69 0,07 
3.45 0.42 1.66 0.07 
3.13 1.00 1.63 0,0? 
3.03 0.25 1.57 0.0? 

1.50 
2.&6 0.42 1.45 V.W. 
2.80 0.50 1.40 V.w. 
2.73 0.25 1.5 0.07 
2.67 0.25 1.28 V.!!. 

2.62 0.26 1.26 V.!!. 

2.53 0.17 1.22 0.03 
2.49 0.33 1.20 0.03 
2.43 0.17 1.1E 0.03 

0.25 1.16 0.10 
2.31 0.1? 1.10 V.!!. 

2.25 0.42 1.08 V.!!. 

2.21 V.w. 1.05 
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SINGLE CTY5TA.L 5PDY. 

?P?A:R&TIoi; oJ THE AflffYDRJS OOM?OT1ÎD. 1hen hydrazine 

dibroide is rscryta11ized from water at ordinary temperature3 

the dihydrate is invariably formed. The tranBition point for 

the hydrate i 61.6°C. It aeeed plausible to expect that the 

pure crystals of the anbydrous form would separate if a solution 

of the salt were evaporated at a temperature well above the transi- 

tion point, very highly concentrated solution of the hydrate 

was prepared and placed in an oven which was maintained in the 

temperature range of 70-75°C. The solution was kept covered 

at all times so that the evaporation would slow. 

Some difficulty was encountered in that the comnound 

seemed to have tendency to form suiersaturated solutions; 

consequently, when crystallization occurred a gre2t masa of 

crystals tended to recipitate at once. Then crystals were formed, 

difficulty was enconntred in rmovin them from solution and 

maintaining the purity of the crystals 

nce some of the solution 

tended to adhere to the crystal, nd on cooling a thin film of 

the dthydrate was foed. This sitbIon ws corrected to a car- 

tain deee by blotting the crystals between sever1 thiøesees 

of filter paper as they were removed froni the solution. 
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Identification of the crystals was made by means of the 

polarizing microscope. Examination under the polarizing microsco!e 

showed the crystals to be isotropic, whereas the hydrate is mo - 

clinic or tn-clinic. 

he crystals were found to decomnose at 154°C. This 

temperature ras checked with samples of the azihydrous compound 

obtained by drying the hydrte over P.-05. The crystals were stored 

in vacuum dessicator over P205. 

A suitable crystal for the x-ray di? .ction work was 

obtained by cutting a narrow section from one of the lerger 

crystals and by successive cleavage of this segment, a single 

crystal 0.2 to 0.3 r in diameter was obtdned. Thining the 

foregoing operation the crystal was covered with a film of amyl 

acetate to protect it from atmoshenic moisture. After a suitable 

size had been attained, the crystal was coated with canada balsam 

and mounted on a short length of glass rod by means of a small 

amount of Duco cement. The crystal so emunted was iñaced in the 

oscillation mount at the center of the camera. The crystal was 

aliied in the beam so that its long axis was peniendicular 

to the beam. The aliment was checked with a short focus 

honi7onta.l teleScoDe. Several fifteen degree oscilltion 

photographs were made. 

CHABLCTIZAPION OF T CRYSTAL. The eDecific gravity 

of the crystals was detennined by the liquid pair flotation 



method. Plie specific gravity found was 1.94. The refrcttve 

index was determined under the microsco,e by the Becke line 

methor!. The refractive index of the oonound is 1.450. 

SCRIPTI0N 07 PPAATS. A cylindrical camera with a 

radius of 5 cm and a height of approximately 14.3 citi was used. 

in the osciUattor. studies. The unit was ecuipe! with an oscil- 

lating mount which was located t the center of' th camera, so 

that when the cryta1 was woperly a1ied its axi coincided 

with the axis of he cylinder. 

PHOTOAHIC DATA. All exposures were foi fifty minutes 

on Kodak }o-Screez x-ray film at a current of 16 m nd a voltage 

of 40 kv crest. :eve1opment was for four to five iiinutes at a 

tenperature of 66-'68°?. 

INTEflPRi'.ATI0N 0F DIFFfiACTION DATA. An atempt was 

made to determine the unit cell dimensions of the crysttlline 

byd.razine dibromide; however, calculations gve no clear answer. 

The values which were obtained varied. from 9.96 to 11.91 kng 

stroms. .n attempt was also made to index the diffraction 

patterns by the methods of Bernal (1). This was uns'iccessful 

since no reliable value of the unit cell dimensions was available. 

The number of molecules per unit cell was calculated 

from the density and an approximate value of the unit cell dimen- 

sions. The calculations showed that there were about eight mole- 

cules ner unit cell. This is somewhat more comolx than the 
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dl.chiorjde whtch cont1n four molecules ev unit cell. 



PL!TE IV: Oscii1'tion Pattern (N2H6Br2) 



¶ThÍMARY 

Th powder diffraction pterns of th following compoinda 

were recorded: hydrazine perchiorate, N2H4'HC1O4H2O; hy-drazine 

stifate, Nl&4H2SO4; bydrazine monocnlortde, IYH5C1; hydraztne 

dicnloride, 2H6O12; h.ydrazine dtbroxnide, N2HBr2, bydrazine 

dibronide dthycirate, N2H6Br2 2H20, and hydrazine picrate, 

N2H4 HO C6H2( ìO2)Z' 2° 

Single crystals of hydrazine dibromide (anbydrous) not 

previously meutoned in the literature were prepared. and the 

optical properties of the cour ound determined. The crystals 

are isometric and crystallize from the solution most generally 

as octahedra. The unit cell dimensions were calculated and the 

approximate value of a'was found to be 10.93 . Using this value 

for the unit cell dimensions, the number of molecules of N2H63r2 

per unit cell 'gas calculated to be about eight. he refractive 

index of the crystals 18 l.4b0 and the s'ecific grHvïty 1.94. 
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